OMI Final Agenda

10:30  Registration & Music
11:00  Welcomes and Introduction
11:15  Context for OMI API
11:30  Context for Summer Lab
11:40  10 min Team Presentations
12:20  Grab Lunch & Setup
12:40  Science Fair
3:00  Wrap up & Group Discussion
Overview

**June 5-7**
- **Kickoff**
- **Day 1**: Human-Centered Design

**June 7-28**
- **Hive Mind**: Teams will swap and help decide what to edit from the feature or set prototyping plan to help simplify and focus
- **Daily Office Hours**: Teams will spend time with sponsors, experts and IDEO for technical, business and design mentorship

**June 29**
- **Inspiration**: Special workshops and community and maintain energy

**July 6-26**
- **Show & Tell**: At the close of every week, teams will share new prototypes and receive feedback

**July 27**
- **Open Music Initiative Summer Lab 2017**
The Beginning of the Summer

Exploring four challenges through the lens of interoperable technology and Human Centered Design
Interoperable Technology

Distributed Ledgers

Characteristics

Interoperable
Divisible
Decentralized Consensus
Transparent Provenance
Semi-Anonymous
Programmable
Gavin From Context Labs!
We are Human-Centered Designers

design thinking

human (desirable)

business (viable)

technology (possible)
Music as Data and Music as Art

“There are two ways to be creative, one can sing or dance or one can create an environment where singers and dancers can flourish.”

— Joseph Paradiso
FRANK OCEAN

Frank Ocean is a singer-songwriter and member of the hip-hop collective Odd Future. He's best known for the albums *nostalgia, ULTRA* and *channel ORANGE*.

TOP HITS
IDB + Caribbean
Jamaica + Trinidad and Tobago

OPEN MUSIC INITIATIVE SUMMER LAB 2017
Lets get started!
Lets wrap up!
Lunch Time!

*Let's Mingle & Set up Science Fair!*